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Watermarking Scheme Capable
of Resisting Sensitivity Attack
Xinpeng Zhang and Shuozhong Wang
Abstract—In sensitivity attacks, attempts across the boundary
between “watermarked” and “not watermarked” using an
available detector can provide adequate information about an
embedded watermark for clearing it without causing serious
distortion. This letter proposes a novel watermarking system
capable of resisting such sensitivity attacks, which contains a
tailor-made embedding algorithm and a corresponding detecting
method. Although an attacker can still find the most effective way
for destroying the watermark in a constructed signal near the
boundary, it is impossible to move a watermarked product away
from the “watermarked” region with low distortion. Therefore,
the watermark detector can be widely distributed without fear of
being used for sensitivity attacks.
Index Terms—Detector, digital watermarking, sensitivity attack.

must employ and update a hash table to memorize the detected
products. This means the watermark detector can only be
installed on a dedicated server but not duplicated on distributed
sites.
This letter proposes a watermarking scheme capable of
defeating the sensitivity attack, in which a novel tailor-made
embedding algorithm and a corresponding detection mechanism are designed to “mislead” the attackers. When an attacker
tries to estimate the embedded watermark, he will get a “fake”
signal. Adding/subtracting the “fake” estimation to/from a
watermarked product does not affect the embedded watermark
but only provides a clue indicating that the product has been
tampered by a sensitivity attacker.
II. SECURE WATERMARKING SCHEME

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the development of watermarking techniques for
protection of intellectual property rights, hostile attacks
are attempted to invalidate the watermarking systems [1], [2].
In a considered scenario where a watermark detector is a black
box available to all users, a pirate can perform a successful sensitivity attack by exploiting the detector without any knowledge
about its internal mechanism [3], [4]. The pirate constructs a
multimedia signal that is close to the decision boundary between
the “watermarked” and “not watermarked” regions, and a great
number of attempts across the boundary using the detector are
made to provide adequate information about the embedded watermark for the purpose of removal with very little distortion.
The number of attempts required is in the order of
, where
is the number of data samples in the watermarked signal. This
attack is also termed oracle attack or detector attack, and some
more effective iterative methods are presented in [5] and [6].
Several approaches to resisting the sensitivity attack have
been proposed. The countermeasure described in [4] is based on
randomization of the detected results in a defined area between
“watermarked” and “not watermarked” regions, but it is not
secure enough [6], [7]. It is also suggested to convert the decision boundary to a fractal curve [5]. However, the fractalization
does not change the outline of the decision boundary; therefore,
it is still possible to estimate the embedded watermark signal in
order to destroy it. In [8], the detected result of a digital product
is randomized or delayed when a similar product is input to
the detector; thus, repeated attempts in sensitivity attack are
invalidated. In this approach, however, the watermark detector
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A. Sensitivity Attack
Assume that a pseudo-random sequence is added to a host
media to produce a watermarked copy, and the output of a
watermark detector is either “watermarked” or “not watermarked,” determined by comparing correlation between the
pseudo-random sequence and the multimedia data with a
threshold. In fact, the decision boundary between the “watermarked” and “not watermarked” regions is a hyper-plane in a
multidimensional space. If an attacker possesses a watermarked
copy and an available detector, he can remove the embedded
watermark in the following steps.
1) By modifying the watermarked copy, the attacker can
create a signal very close to the decision boundary between the “watermarked” and “not watermarked” regions.
2) Assuming that the number of samples is , the constructed
signal can be considered an element vector. The attacker
finds orthogonal vectors
of length (in
a special case, the orthogonal vectors correspond to
different pixels) and adds them to or subtracts them from
the constructed signal with increasing strengths
until the detector output is flipped. The pashows how sensitive the detector is to modirameter
fication in the direction of each vector, and another parameter
that is either 1 or 1 indicates addition or subtraction, respectively.
3) The attacker combines the obtained knowledge about sensitivities to get
(1)
and subtracts
from the watermarked copy with an increasing strength
until the detector reports that no watermark is present. Thus, the embedded watermark is removed.
In fact,
is perpendicular to the decision boundary. In other
words, it is proportional to the gradient of the correlation
function and the embedded pseudo-random sequence, therefore
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, and
. A smaller
For instance,
corresponds to higher perceptual sensitivity. Calculate

(3)
where
are the numbers of coefficients in different subin nondiagonal high-level subbands. Thus,
bands generally have larger absolute values. Modify the
DWT coefficients
Fig. 1. Decomposition of DWT.

(4)

representing the shortest distance between the watermarked
product and the “not watermarked” region.
If the watermark is made up of many bits and embedded by
a quantization method, the watermarked signal is located in a
hyper-cube; similar attempts crossing the faces of the hypercube can provide adequate information about the quantizers.
This way, the attacker can also remove or change the embedded
watermark without causing serious distortion.

where

(5)
and

are functions of

(6)

B. Secure Watermarking Algorithm
A secure watermarking scheme containing a tailor-made embedding algorithm, and a corresponding detection method is designed against the sensitivity attack. The result of watermark detection is also binary, “watermarked” or “not watermarked.”
The embedding procedure is as follows.
1) Decompose a host image into three levels with 2-D orthogonal wavelet transform, denoting the coefficients
, where and indicate the levels and orientations, respectively (see Fig. 1).
2) Generate
data-groups in a pseudo-random manner,
where
is a system parameter. The number of elements
in each data-group is equal to that of the host DWT coefficients, and all elements in the groups,
, are mutually independent and satisfy a standard
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation. Here, the
data-groups, or the way of generation, are shared between the watermark inserter and a
corresponding detector but kept confidential to any third
parties.
3) The watermark is embedded into the DWT coefficients. In
order to improve robustness, the subbands that are more
perceptually sensitive to noise, i.e., the nondiagonal highlevel subbands, should carry more watermark components,
since important subbands are less affected by compression coding. In [9], an empirical model of perceptual tolerance of coefficients in different subbands to noise is formulated based on HVS experiments, which is expressed as
a product of two factors depending on DWT level and orientation
if
if
if

if
otherwise

(2)

In (6),
is an average of the coefficients in subband
. This way, the coefficients in nondiagonal high-level
subbands are used to carry more watermark components.
4) All modified DWT coefficients are inversely transformed
to yield a watermarked copy.
According to the central limit theorem,
and
are approximately Gaussian. With a large size of host image,
is
very close to its mean 1, while the mean of
is 0, and its standard deviation

(7)

So, PSNR due to watermark embedding is
PSNR

(8)

where
and
are, respectively, the numbers of rows and
columns in the host image. Although sensitive coefficients are
more affected, a small system parameter
can be assigned to
ensure imperceptibility. Since the elements in the data-groups
are mutually independent, the
data-groups
,
treated as vectors, are approximately orthogonal to each other.
In other words, the relationship between different
is very
in a watermarked copy are approximately
weak so that all
zero.
The following is the procedure for blind watermark-detection.
1) Denote the DWT coefficients of an input image
.
,
, and
in the
After obtaining
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this case, probability of incorrectly making a “watermarked”
decision for an original signal is

(14)

Letting
(15)
(14) can be rewritten as

Fig. 2. Watermarked image with PSNR = 39:5 dB.

same way, calculate the
and
as in (6) and

values of

using

(9)
2) Calculate
(10)
is derived from
where
cording to (7), and the detection function

and

ac(11)

3) If
, the detector outputs the result “watermarked,”
otherwise, “not watermarked.”
If a digital product watermarked with the above-mentioned embedding scheme is sent to the detector, in other
words,
, all
will be close to zero; therefore,
. If the input product contains no watermark,
since each
is Gaussian with zero mean and a standard
, according to the central limit theorem, is
deviation
approximately Gaussian with a mean

(12)
and a standard deviation as in (13), shown at the bottom of the
page. Thus, the mean of is
, and a value in the middle
of
, i.e., 0, is used as the detection threshold. In

(16)
means small . In order to ensure an
Obviously, a large
error probability less than
,
must not be less than 189.
To avoid excessive distortion,
is recommended.
C. Security Analysis
Security of the proposed watermarking scheme relies on the
. The watermark detector
confidentiality of the data-groups
is a black box to any attacker who may know
, , and the
detection output of any input signal but does not know the values
of
. Therefore, it is impossible for him/her to estimate
by measuring the sensitivities of
to the modifications in different directions. In other words, the attacker cannot modify the
values of
by simply adding/subtracting
to/from a watermarked product to flip the detection result.
On the other hand, with a product watermarked using the described method, an attacker can still obtain
using sensitivity
attack, that is, a vector representing the shortest distance from
a constructed signal near the boundary to another region corresponding to an opposite detection result. However, this cannot
be used to move a watermarked product away from the “watermarked” region with low distortion. In other words, adding/subtracting
to/from a watermarked product does not destroy
the embedded watermark. The key of the proposed technique is
that sensitivity of the detection function to the data-group
is
times greater than sensitivities to other
data-groups
so that the detection function of an attacked product is rebounded to
, leading to a robust “watermarked” decision.
In the sensitivity attack, when an attacker possesses a watermarked copy and an available detector, he can construct a signal
near the decision boundary by introducing a strong noise. This
means that the detection function of the disturbed signal is close
to zero. Then, the attacker measures the sensitivity of detection

(13)
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TABLE I
VALUES OF DETECTION FUNCTION AND PSNR IN THE COMPRESSED IMAGES WITH DIFFERENT QUALITY FACTORS

function to
orthogonal vectors by using the detector to produce a signal
according to (1). As mentioned above,
is
roughly proportional to the gradient of the detection function .
Denote DWT coefficients of the disturbed signal
and
. According to (9), adding
to
that of the gradient
will result in an increase of
by 1 and an increase of
by
, while adding
to will result in an increase of
by 1 and an increase
of
by
, where the operation
returns
1 or 1 according to the sign of the argument. The case that
equals zero is ignored since its
probability is very small. On the other hand, modification of
derived from adding/subtracting the data-groups
or increasing/decreasing the value of
and pixels is significantly smaller. Thus, the DWT coefficients of the detection
function’s gradient

(17)
Although gradient of the detection function is dependent on the
disturbed signal, the absolute values of
are constant
and
(18)
Since
is approximately proportional to the gradient, the
DWT coefficients of
are also approximately proportional to
.
the DWT coefficients of the gradient,
Then, the attacker adds
to the watermarked signal with
a certain strength to create an attacked signal. Denoting DWT
coefficients of the attacked signal as
(19)
thus

(20)
(21)
According to (9),
. In fact, sensitivity of to the datais
times greater than sensitivities to other
group
data-groups so that the aggregate effects of modifications to
counteracts. Since modification of due to adding/subtracting
the data-groups
is small, the detection function of the attacked signal is still approximately
, always greater than 0.
This means the sensitivity attack cannot remove the embedded
watermark.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A 960 1280 still image captured by a digital camera was
used as the original test signal. The system parameter

was chosen and Haar transform used. Fig. 2 shows the watermarked image with PSNR 39.5 dB. Values of the detection function for the original and watermarked images were
and
, respectively.
When compressing the watermarked image into JPEG with
quality factors above 20 PSNR
dB , the detection function was always positive, indicating that the compressed images
contain a watermark. Table I presents the values and PSNR
of the compressed images. When adding white Gaussian noise
to the watermarked image, the watermark could not be erased
as long as PSNR is greater than 18 dB.
using sensiOn the other hand, after obtaining a signal
tivity attack and subtracting it from the watermarked image with
PSNR 24 dB, the values of detection function was
. The
embedded watermark could not be destroyed unless the attack
was so strong that PSNR became less than 14 dB, which would
make the image worthless.
IV. CONCLUSION
The described watermarking scheme contains a tailor-made
embedding algorithm and a corresponding detection method
and is capable of resisting sensitivity attacks. Adding/subtracting a “watermark” signal estimated in a sensitivity attack
to/from a watermarked product does not affect the detection
function defined in the proposed technique so that the embedded watermark is not removable and the watermark detector
can safely be distributed as a black box for unlimited use.
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